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Preface
The current global interest is strongly affected by social, economical and
environmental trends of the last decades such as globalisation, global
warming, shortage of energy resources or even the financial crisis. Modern
research has to focus on these trends to provide solutions for the existing and
upcoming global challenges. Sustainable manufacturing is one of the current
challenges in our discipline. Therefore, an efficient and resource-saving
application of laser technologies in production has to be advanced. An
enduring professional exchange between scientists from all over the world is
necessary to tap the full potential in research. With the international
conference on Lasers in Manufacturing (LiM), the German Scientific Laser
Society (WLT) offers an open platform for such an international professional
exchange in the field of laser material processing. Thus, we warmly welcome
all our participants and look forward to share ideas in motivated talks and lively
discussions.
Besides the scientific exchange the LiM conference supports the direct
knowledge transfer of experts from research and industry and vice versa. This
guarantees mutual benefit, since scientific advances and economical needs
are complied. Therefore, we pursued the strategy to hold LiM with scientific
and industrial contributions. In these proceedings, as well as online on
Elsevier's Physics Procedia, only the scientific contributions, that met the high
standard of the scientific committee's review process, are provided. The
industrial contributions, which are not evaluated based on scientific criteria but
on their relevance for application, will be presented vocally at the LiM
conference. The audience is invited to explore the vast field of laser material
processing – from a scientific but also from an industrial point of view.
We hope that these proceedings, reflecting the state of the art, provide a
precious basis and source for inspirations to meet the challenges we are
facing in the future.
Munich, May 2011
M. Schmidt M. F. Zaeh T. Graf A. Ostendorf
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